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POWERFUL  F IRST  IMPRESSIONS

SHOWCASE YOUR BRAND

STORYBOARDS AND VISUAL  AIDS
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Let Proactive Clothing help build your brand’s unique look and ethos. Our latest 
catalogue is filled with new and exciting, high-quality garments suited to your 

industry’s needs. Here are a few reasons why you should be choosing Proactive:

As walking adverts and ambassadors for your brand and company, how your sta� look 

forms a critical part in your customer’s experience in dealing with them. A unified look for 

your sta� creates the best first impression.

Ensure that your employees and brand look fresh and on-point by using our LEADING 

BRANDS which o�er superior quality and durability. Create a sense of unity and 

appreciation in your workforce by o�ering comfortable uniforms that they enjoy wearing.

With a multitude of products to choose from in a variety of di�erent fabrics and colour 

combinations, you have complete freedom to tailor your own unique uniform suited to your 

specific needs.  Get your brand out there to your customers by incorporating it into your 

corporate uniform program through embroidery, laser etching or screen-printing, allowing 

your sta� to wear your brand with pride! 

Do you have a great idea and need help in displaying and presenting a uniform or promo-

tional concept? Speak to your distributor about storyboards and other visual aids that 

Proactive Clothing can generate for you in order for you to showcase your idea.
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The Duchess brand has a rich history in South Africa and was established in Cape Town in 1945. It 
has many proven years of quality, style and innovation. We're proud to say that Duchess is an 
exclusive label and leading brand supplied by Proactive Clothing. By choosing Duchess as your 
choice of uniform, you are choosing the very best in beautifully styled and co-ordinated outfits that 
promote professionalism in the workplace.

The uniform styles available under the Duchess and Vangard brands, cater to the corporate, medical, 
chef and service industries. Ladies uniform garments run under the Duchess brand, and unisex 
and/or mens garments are run under the Vangard brand. Most of the Duchess range is available in 
extra small to very large sizes catering for everyone's needs. Garments are available in a range of 
fabrics, most of which have superior wash & wear properties.

A  LEADING BRAND

MEDICAL  |  BEAUTY  |  CHEF  |  SERVICE  |  CORPORATE

FIND THE ENTIRE RANGE ONLINE AT

www.proactiveclothing.com
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PRODUCT ICONS EXPLAINED
A superior quality dyeing process ensures brighter colours and prevents fibers from
weakening during the printing process

Garments require little or no ironing and are often crease resistant

The garment contains breathable moisture management fabric which wicks
perspiration from the skin to the outer surface and dries quickly through
evaporation

The garment contains fluorescent colours and/or reflective tape to increase
visibility

A process where the shorter cotton fibres are discarded and impurities removed, 
making the yarn stronger, smoother, softer and more compact

Fabric offers multi-dimensional stretch allowing flexibility and a more tailored fit

Fabric has wind resistant properties

Product offers superior resistance to fading

Fabric has water resistant properties
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On the move? Access the           site on your tablet or device from
anywhere and have instant access to our full range of leading brands.
Our NEW website boasts a fully responsive design and some innovative
and handy features:

VIEW STOCK ONLINE

WWW.PROACTIVECLOTHING.COM
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VIEW SPECS

SAVE & SHARE IMAGES
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DOWNLOAD:
- THE FULL CATALOGUE OR
 SECTIONS IN PDF FORMAT
- EDITABLE POWERPOINT
 STORYBOARDS
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VIEW:
- NEW ARRIVALS
- SALES
- BEST SELLERS
- REDUCED END OF RANGE ITEMS

QUICK SEARCH CODES, DESCRIPTIONS & COLOURS

WWW.PROACTIVECLOTHING.COM
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